-radian (rad) (plane angle)
• angle subtended at a circle's center by an arc on the circle equal in length to its radius -steradian (sr) (solid angle)
• solid angle subtended at a sphere's center by an area of its surface equal to the square of its radius -Projector luminous power output to the screen (in lumens) required to yield a desired luminance = screen area (in square feet) × luminance (in footlamberts); e.g., to achieve 14 fL on a 1000-ft 2 screen requires 14,000 lumens
SI (International System)

Luminance
More about luminance and illuminance -The luminance of a reflecting or emitting surface is also equal to: the illuminance it casts on another, receiving, surface, divided by the solid angle subtended by the source surface -That is, the illuminance received from a reflecting or emitting surface is equal to: the luminance of that surface multiplied by the solid angle it subtends Example: Is a "supermoon" (moon at perigee) "brighter"? -Its luminance is no different
• Distance from sun is unchanged, thus so is its luminance (the luminance of a surface does not vary with viewing distance) however -Its illuminance cast on Earth is increased 
